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a- and b-tricalcium phosphate: A density functional study
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Biologically importanta- andb-tricalcium phosphates~TCPs! have been investigated usingab initio den-
sity functional calculations.a- andb-TCP have particularly large unit cells amounting to 312 and 273 atoms,
respectively. The relationship betweena-TCP and its three subcells, as well as the influence of the distribution
of the Ca vacancies apparently existing inb-TCP have been studied. The calculated structural parameters for
all the TCP phases, are in substantial agreement with experiment. The Ca-O distance varies continuously, while
the P-O bonds distribute over a very narrow range. Oxygens hold the majority of the bonding electrons which
reflects the ionic nature of thea andb phases. The results suggest thatb-TCP is more stable than thea phase,
and thatb-TCP with uniformly distributed Ca vacancies is the most stable structure. The three 1/3a-TCP
subcells relax to similar structures, and we found that the fulla-TCP cell and its subcells have very similar
stability, electronic and structural properties, suggesting that the subcell can be a good approximation for
studyinga-TCP.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.205205 PACS number~s!: 71.20.Ps, 61.66.Fn
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a rich variety of condensed calcium phospha
containing phosphorous surrounded by more or less disto
oxygen terahedra. In many of these a phosphate tetrahe
shares one or more oxygen atoms with adjacent tetrahed
form chains or rings or complex three-dimensional networ
and in this respect the simplest phosphates are those in w
the phosphate groups are isolated, almost regular tetrah
These calcium orthophosphates see heavy industrial us
the main ingredient of phosphate fertilizers, and in glass p
duction, and in the food industry, but they are also worthy
interest as the main inorganic component of bone and tee1

An ideal bone graft substitute would promote faster lo
healing of traumatized bone, and would be totally resorb
by the body and replaced by natural bone. Calcium ort
phosphate ceramics are capable of incorporation into
natural process of bone remodeling and of sustaining b
growth. Much attention has therefore been paid to these
terials because of their potential applications such as su
tution for bone transplants, coatings for metallic implan
and dental implants, and a number of experimental stu
have been performed.2–4 An early successful application o
tricalcium phosphate@Ca3(PO4)2, TCP# was reported by Al-
bee and Morrison in 1920.5 a and b types of tricalcium
phosphate play important roles in present day bone graf
procedures. Experimental studies suggest that some o
formulations of apatite calcium phosphate bone cements
based on hydrolysis ofa-TCP.6,7 The b-TCP phase is stable
up to 1125 °C;a-TCP, a higher temperature phase, becom
stable from 1125 to 1430 °C and is metastable at ro
temperature.8

a-TCP as shown in Fig. 1 crystalizes in the monoclin
space groupP21 /a with lattice constantsa512.887 Å, b
0163-1829/2003/68~20!/205205~8!/$20.00 68 2052
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527.280 Å, c515.219 Å, and b5126.20° with 24
Ca3(PO4)2 formula units ~312 atoms! per unit cell.2 The
a-TCP structure can be viewed as consisting of two sorts
ion columns aligned along the@001# direction. One sort of
column, of which there are three types in the asymmetric u
cell, consists of Ca21 ions. The second sort of column con
tains both Ca21 and PO4

32 ions. There are six independen
cation-anion columns, and each contains a vacant Ca
between anions compared with K3Na(SO4)2, the mineral
glaserite.11 Examples of the two sorts of column are ind
cated in Fig. 1.

The structure ofa is unusual since the Ca ions exhibit
wide range of coordination numbers and geometries. All
Ca ions in the cation-anion columns have at least seven o
gen neighbors, and the most frequently observed geom
corresponds to pentagonal bipyramids with the equato
plane approximately perpendicular to the column. The
ions in the cation-cation columns have coordination numb
of 5–7; the most frequently observed configuration is se
O atoms arranged in an irregular polyhedron.

a-TCP contains a prominent subcell with ab-axis param-
eter of b/3 ~9.09 Å!. The full unit cell can be divided into
three subcells. Each subcell contains eight formula units~104
atoms! and corresponds to the incorrect unit cell report
earlier fora-TCP.9 However, there are no reports of inves
gations of the relationship between the subcells, and betw
the subcell and the full cell since the original suggestion.2

a-tricalcium phosphate can be stabilized through the
tion of some dopants, such as Si, Zn, and Mg, which prom
excellent bioactivity that does not exist in the pare
material.12–14 Because of its biological importance, a stud
of a-TCP and the effects on it of doping would be timel
However, the large number of atoms in the unit cell mak
the interpretation of x-ray diffraction, and theoretical mod
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color online! a-TCP unit cell ~left!
projected on the (a,b) plane, ~right! projected
onto the (b,c) plane. Tetrahedra represent PO4

groups, and light balls denote Ca atoms.
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ing complicated and extremely time consuming. If the o
third subcell were a good approximation for the full unit ce
experimental and theoretical studies based on this sim
unit would be a more favorable possibility.

b-TCP ~Fig. 2! is reported to have the rhombohedr
space group R3c with unit cell a5b510.439 Å, c
537.375 Å, anda5b590°, g5120° ~hexagonal setting!.3

It has a more ordered structure thana-TCP. The genera
structural features ofb-TCP can be described in terms of i
similarity to Ba3(VO4)3, an isostructure, with cell dimen
sions, a8'a/2 and c8'c/2 with the space groupR3m,
wherea andc are the cell parameters ofb-TCP. Ba3(VO4)3
has undistorted VO4 tetrahedra along the@0001# direction.
All the VO4 groups are in layers and there are two types
Ba atoms. One Ba is in 12 coordination within the layer, a
the other has 10 coordination between the layers giving
umns of VO4 . . . Ba(1) . . . VO4 . . . Ba(2). Similarly,
b-TCP possesses P(2)O4 . . . Ca(1) . . . Ca(3) . . .
Ca(2) . . . P(3)O4 columns and P(3)O4 . . . Ca(4) . . .
Ca(5) . . . P(1)O4 columns. Both the repeating column
are parallel to the c axis. But the first column is strong
distorted compared with the Ba/VO4 column. The PO4 group
layers are disrupted and there are no P-O vectors parall
@0001#, due to the smaller coordination polyhedra of Ca
b-TCP.3 The x-ray diffraction data suggest thatb-TCP has
three too many calcium sites to accommodate a whole n
ber of formula units per hexagonal unit cell.3 The resolution
of this difficulty has ab-TCP unit cell containing 21 formula
units, 273 atoms in total, but with six Ca sites of a particu
type only half occupied, implying a structure with three C
vacancies per unit cell.

Most of the reported work on tricalcium phosphate h
been on its preparation and bioactivity. Little has been d
on the fundamental aspects of the material at the atomic
electronic level which could provide insight into the biolog
cal properties. The main obstacle to theoretical study of
material has been its complexity. Until recently detailed
vestigation of the structural properties of bulk materi
based on first principles simulations has been limited
simple systems with fairly small unit cells, whereas the t
tricalcium phosphate phases which are the subject of
study have about three hundred atoms per unit cell. Howe
theab initio total energy methods are now sufficiently dev
oped for a study of these materials to be undertaken. A
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lated material, hydroxyapatite (Ca5(PO4)3OH), the most
stable of the calcium orthophosphates, is one of a group
apatites that has been studied usingab initio pseudopotential
methods.15 An ab initio study of another of these, fluorapa
tite, with F2 replacing OH2 has also been reported.16 How-
ever, with two formula units per cell, these are somew
simpler than the tricalcium phosphates. In the present st
we have performedab initio density functional calculations
to investigate the structure and electronic properties
a-TCP with the full unit cell, the one third subcells ofa, and
the full unit cell of b-TCP with different possible arrange
ments of calcium vacancies. Section II describes comp
tional details, the results are presented in Sec. III, and
paper closes with some concluding remarks.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND MODELS

All calculations were performed using the Kohn-Sha
approach to density functional theory17,18 as implemented in

FIG. 2. ~Color online! b-TCP unit cell projected on the (a,c)
plane. Tetrahedra represent PO4 groups, small balls designate C
atoms, and big balls are for the Ca’s with half occupancy.
5-2
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a- AND b-TRICALCIUM PHOSPHATE: A DENSITY FUNCTIONAL STUDY PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 205205 ~2003!
the SIESTA code,19 where the one particle problem is solve
using a linear combination of atomic orbitals. Geometry o
timization and energy calculations were carried out with
the local density approximation~LDA ! using the param-
etrized functional of Perdew and Zunger for electron e
change and correlation.20

The electron-ion interactions were described by nor
conserving Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials21 factorized in
the Kleinman-Bylander form.22 It was found necessary t
include explicitly in the calculations the semicore 3s and 3p
electrons of Ca. The pseudopotentials were generated u
the following reference configrations: 3s23p6 for Ca21,
3s13p1.753d0.25 for P21, and 2s22p4 for O. The core radii
used were: 1.80 a.u. for thes, p, d, and f states of Ca; 1.60
a.u. for thes, p, d, andf states of P; and 1.15 a.u. for thes, p,
d, andf states of O. The basis set was single-z for the semi-
core states of Ca, and double-z plus a single shell of polar
ization functions for the valence states of all the atoms. T
cutoff radii of the basis functions were determined using
energy shift19 of 0.02 Ry, and a split-norm parameter19 of
0.15 was used. These are the same pseudopotentials an
sis sets that were used in a related study of calcium ph
phate apatites by Calderinet al.15

A set of plane waves used in fast Fourier transforms w
defined by a cutoff energy, and the associated real space
was used in integrals of certain quantities. An appropri
cutoff energy was determined through test calculations
the a-TCP full unit cell with atoms fixed at the observe
positions.2 The total energy was found to be well converg
with a cutoff of 200 Ry which value was used for all th
systems we investigated in this study.

Once electronic optimization was achieved, a fcc grid c
sampling was adopted to continue optimizing the geome
This gives more precise values of the total energy, ato
forces, and stress. TheG point only was used for electroni
Brillouin zone sampling, which is a reasonable approxim
tion for materials with a wide band gap and such large u
cells, as those which are our subject. Geometry optimiza
is carried out by minimizing the energy with respect to t
atomic positions, and this can be done at various levels.
atomic positions can be relaxed while preserving cert
symmetries, the atoms can be free to relax within a fixed u
cell, or the atom positions and the unit cell parameters ca
relaxed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. a-TCP full unit cell

Three steps were taken in optimizing the structure. Fi
calculations were performed with atoms fixed at the repor
positions based on x-ray diffraction studies. Then, all at
positions were relaxed within the unit cell with paramete
fixed at the reported values. Finally, all atom positions a
lattice constants were allowed to relax. In the last two st
the positions of atoms where allowed to relax independen
free of any symmetry constraints. The calculated equilibri
lattice constants are given in Table I along with observ
values.2 The calculated cell is fairly uniformly contracted b
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about 3%; this is typical of the performance of the LD
which usually underestimates lattice parameters.

Total energies of the bulk after each of the relaxati
steps described above are listed in Table II, along with
highest occupied–lowest unoccupied molecular orbit
~HOMO-LUMO! gap in the Kohn-Sham energy spectrum
We recognize that this gap is not the gap in the excitat
spectrum and it is given only as one measure of the stab
of the ground state. Relaxing the atomic positions in a fix
cell leads to a significant drop in total energy but t
HOMO-LUMO gap is virtually unchanged. Relaxing bot
the atomic positions and the cell leads to a further large d
in the total energy and a 0.4 eV increase in the energy g
The gap widens in the last step despite the contraction of
lattice which would tend to broaden the energy bands
reduce the gap.

The a-TCP structure has a fairly continuous distributio
of Ca-O bond lengths starting from about 2.20 Å, as sho
in Fig. 3. In view of the very large number of distinct bond
in this unit cell containing 312 atoms, we have not attemp
to record the effect of atomic and cell relaxation on ind
vidual bonds; rather, we have used a statistical appro
Table III lists the average (AveCa-O), minimum (MinCa-O),
and maximum (MaxCa-O) Ca-O bond lengths and the num
ber of bonds (NCa-O) for the a-TCP unit cell with a cutoff
distance of 3.20 Å. Upon relaxation of the atom position
the mean Ca-O bond length is shortened from the experim
tal value by 0.02 Å, and the number of bonds decrea
slightly. When the system was fully relaxed, the mean len
was further shortened by 0.04 Å, and the bond number
increased by 14.

In contrast, there is a narrow distribution of P-O bon
within a PO4 group, as shown in Fig. 3 and Table IV. Afte
relaxation of the atom positions in a fixed cell, the me
bond length is longer than the experimental value for
structure by about 0.03 Å. Upon full relaxation, the me
length shortens by 0.01 Å. In addition, the fully relaxe
structure shows two distinct sets of bond lengths in the m
distribution. The number of bonds is fixed throughout at 1

TABLE I. Calculated and experimental lattice constants
a-TCP bulk.

a ~Å! b ~Å! c ~Å! a ~deg! b ~deg! g ~deg!

Calc. 12.447 26.591 14.745 90.0 125.8 90.0
Expt. ~Ref. 2! 12.887 27.280 15.219 90.0 126.2 90.0

TABLE II. Total energy difference (DEtot) and HOMO-LUMO
gap ofa-TCP bulk optimized using different approaches.DEsub is
the total energy of the three subcells referred to the same zer
DEtot . All values are given in eV.

DEtot DEsub Gap

Fixed positions 0.00a 8.52 4.58
Relaxed positions 29.84 29.23 4.56
Fully relaxed 218.31 217.67 4.96

aTotal energy:2165971.11 eV.
5-3
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Overall, the results are consistent with very rigid P4
groups. Baur and Khan considered a large number of P4
groups in various forms and found an average P-O b
length of 1.539 Å,23 close to our calculated value. The e
perimental distribution in Fig. 3 shows a small group
bonds on the short side of the main peak. Relaxation of
atom positions in a fixed cell moves this group to the edge
the main distribution, and after full relaxation the bonds ha

TABLE III. The average (AveCa-O), minimum (MinCa-O),
maximum (MaxCa-O) Ca-O bond length and the bond numb
(NCa-O) of a-TCP unit cell. The cut off distance is set to 3.20 Å

AveCa-O

~Å!
MinCa-O

~Å!
MaxCa-O

~Å!
NCa-O

Fixed positions 2.47 2.22 3.13 354
Relaxed positions 2.45 2.25 3.13 350
Fully relaxed 2.41 2.20 3.10 364

FIG. 3. Ca-O and P-O bond distributions of thea-TCP unit cell
calculated using different optimization approaches:~a! atomic posi-
tions fixed at experimental values,~b! relaxed atomic positions, an
~c! both relaxed atomic positions and lattice constants.
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merged fully into the main peak and are no longer disce
able. The four short bonds in the experimental distribut
are due to four oxygens per cell which have only one norm
Ca-O bond~2.225 Å! @O~92! in the notation of Ref. 2#. That
these merge into the main distribution so readily on rel
ation of the structure warrants, perhaps, a review of the
perimental data for possible errors.

The density of electronic Kohn-Sham states~DOS! for the
fully relaxeda-TCP cell is shown in Fig. 4. The compositio
of the various bands is as follows: the band at240 eV is Ca
3s, that at220 eV is Ca 3p, the slightly higher band is O
2s and P 3s and 3p, and the valence band is mainly O 2p
with some P 3p, the conduction band is largely P 3p. A
detailed breakdown of the DOS will be given later in discu
sion of thea-TCP subcells. There was little change in th
DOS as the structure was relaxed in stages. Upon rela
the atom positions in a fixed cell the DOS shifted up w
respect toEF fairly rigidly by about 1 eV, but back down by
roughly the same amount on full relaxation. The detach
group of states at the bottom of the conduction band
mainly Ca 4s and are associated with all the cation site
There are 24 Ca21 –PO4

32 columns and 12 Ca21 columns in

TABLE IV. The average (AveP-O), minimum (MinP-O), maxi-
mum (MaxP-O) P-O bond length and the bond number (NP-O) of
a-TCP unit cell.

AveP-O ~Å! MinP-O ~Å! MaxP-O ~Å! NP-O

Fixed positions 1.54 1.49 1.57 192
Relaxed positions 1.57 1.53 1.60 192
Fully relaxed 1.56 1.53 1.60 192

FIG. 4. Total density of states ofa-TCP bulk optimized with
different methods. The zero of the energy is the Fermi energy.
5-4
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the a-TCP unit cell along the@001# direction, and each
cation-anion column contains a vacant Ca site between
anions compared with K3Na(SO4)2, the mineral glaserite,11

and each cation-cation column consists of four calciums.
72 calciums have at least one vacancy as a neighbor~each Ca
in a cation-anion column has one vacancy as a neighbor;
Ca’s of each pure Ca21 column have one vacancy neighbo
and the other two have two vacancy neighbors!. On average,
there are four Ca neighbors per vacant site, and each of t
contributes to the detached group of states at the bottom
the conduction band.

B. a-TCP subcells

The full a-TCP unit cell can be divided into three equ
subcells along theb axis with lattice parametersa, b/3, and
c. Each subcell contains eight Ca3(PO4)2 formula units
amounting to 104 atoms. The first and third subcells are
versions of each other about the inversion center at
middle of the original full unit cell. The second subcell r
tains at its middle the inversion center of the full unit ce
The projection of the structures onto the (a,b) planes shows
that each subcell consists of four columns of four Ca ato
and eight columns of Ca and PO4 species, with each colum
consisting of one Ca atom and two PO4 groups.

The calculated lattice parameters and cell angles of
periodic solids constructed from each of the three subc
after full relaxation are presented in Table V along with t
observed values fora-TCP. The three fully relaxed subcel
have very similar cell parameters. Overall, in comparis
with the results of the fully relaxed full cell the subcells ha
contracted by 1.5–3.5 % alonga and c, but expanded by
1.3–1.8 % alongb, and it was alongb that the full cell was
subdivided. Again, all the subcells are contracted with
spect to experiment,9 but less uniformly than the full cel
because of the expansion alongb.

Results for the total and gap energies are given in Ta
VI for each of the three subcells at each stage of relaxat
With fixed atom positions the various energies for the fi
and third subcells are identical, consistent with their g
metrical similarity. The second subcell is calculated to b
little more stable than the others. Relaxation of the ato
with a fixed cell lowers the energies substantially leaving
total energies of the subcells indistinguishable. Full rel
ation including the cell lowers all the total energies furth
by about 2 eV. Similarly, the energy gaps which differ by 0
eV for the subcells before relaxation, increase by 10%
more upon relaxing the atom positions in a fixed cell
become indistinguishable for the three subcells. Full rel

TABLE V. Lattice constants of the threea-TCP subcells.

a ~Å! b ~Å! c ~Å! a ~deg! b ~deg! g ~deg!

1st 12.255 8.990 14.498 89.9 125.3 89.9
2nd 12.271 8.977 14.593 90.2 125.4 90.2
3rd 12.281 9.018 14.226 89.9 124.8 90.0
Expt. ~Ref. 9! 12.887 9.093 15.219 90.0 126.2 90.0
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ation increases the gap energies further, but they remain
distinguishable for the three subcells.

We may compare the stability of the subcells with resp
to the full unit cell by adding together the subcell total en
gies to giveDEsub. The results forDEsub at each stage o
the relaxation are given in Table II. The total energy of t
subcells with atoms in fixed positions exceeds the co
sponding full cell energy by 8.5 eV, but the former drops
almost 18 eV upon relaxing the atom positions, indicating
substantial stabilizing of the subcells. A further stabilizati
takes place on full relaxation leaving the fully relaxed en
gies of the full cell and the subcells almost the same.

When a subcell is repeated to form a periodic structure
atomic environment of the PO4 groups and the Ca atom
near theac boundaries of a subcell will be different from
that in the full cell. Bonds near the boundary are not likely
be fully saturated. Inspection of the subcell structures sho
that the PO4 groups nearest to the subcellac boundaries
undergo substantial rotations when the structures are rela
Accompanying these are small shifts in the Ca positions. T
distributions of Ca-O and P-O bond lengths are similar
those of the full cell shown in Fig. 3. There are broad dis
butions of Ca-O bonds in the subcells, and the average C
bond length at 2.42 Å is close to the value for the fulla-TCP
unit cell, 2.41 Å, but with the bond length cutoff set at 3.2
Å there are about 20 more Ca-O bonds in the combin
subcells than in the full unit cell. The P-O bond distributio
are also very similar to those for the full cell being equa
narrow with the same average. Once more, the few short
bonds at the edge of the distribution for the fixed atom p
sitions lengthen and shift into the main peak upon relaxati
Again the overall picture is of separated rigid PO4 tetrahedra
that have very little distortion, with the Ca’s filling the inte
stices and with versatile Ca-O bonds.

Figure 5 shows the total density of states and the den
of states projected onto the key atomic orbitals for the th
subcell of a-TCP with the atom positions fixed at the ob
served values. The different subcells, particularly when fu
relaxed, have very similar DOSs. The small differences
tween the DOS of the relaxed subcells and that for the
unit cell shown in Fig. 4 are mainly at the bottom of th
conduction band. The group of detached Ca 4s states, which

TABLE VI. Total energy difference (Etot) and HOMO-LUMO
gap of the threea-TCP subcells.

Subcell DEtot Gap

Fixed 1st 0.00a 4.09
positions 2nd 21.33 4.37

3rd 0.00 4.09

Relaxed 1st 26.38 4.68
positions 2nd 26.30 4.69

3rd 26.40 4.63

Fully 1st 29.17 5.00
relaxed 2nd 29.11 5.04

3rd 29.24 5.10

aTotal energy:255320.42 eV.
5-5
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XILIN YIN, M. J. STOTT, AND A. RUBIO PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 205205 ~2003!
are associated with the vacant Ca sites as in thea-TCP full
cell, are again present, but there is a larger peak at 5 e
the subcell DOS. The total DOS is also consistent with
results of our previous study of the TCP cluster.14

C. b-TCP

First of all, we found that there was a typographical er
in the coordinates of oxygen atom O~7! of Ref. 3, which
resulted in disagreement with the reported structu
parameters.3 The error leads to 18 extremely short P-O bon
of length 1.122 Å in the unit cell, whereas the reported va
was 1.542 Å.3 We corrected the coordinates to be consist
with the reported structural parameters,3 and used the new
atomic coordinates (x, y, andz are 0.08071,20.10075, and
20.22346, respectively! as the initial structure in the prese
study. The investigation ofb-TCP used the same three ste
described earlier fora-TCP: initially atoms were fixed a
reported observed positions,3 then the atom positions wer
relaxed in a fixed cell, and finally atom positions and the c
were fully relaxed.

The reported structure has three calcium atoms avail
to occupy six calcium sites of a particular type. Dickenset
al.3 resolved this difficulty by half occupying each of the
sites in their fit to the x-ray data. We have considered ini
structures in which the three Ca atoms are distributed in

FIG. 5. Total and projected densities of states of the fixed
a-TCP subcell. The zero of the energy is the Fermi energy. N
that unit of the total DOS is states/eV/subcell.
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ferent ways over the six sites. With the sites labeled 1
from bottom to top along the@0001# direction, as shown in
Fig. 2, simulations have been performed with Ca atoms
tially at sites 1, 3, and 5, and 2, 4, and 6, which turn out to
equivalent configurations. These structures have the Ca
oms and consequently also the Ca vacancies uniformly
tributed over the unit cell. We anticipated that this arrang
ment would avoid a concentration of dangling bonds a
charge and would be the most stable. We also treated a
with Ca sites 2, 3, and 5 initially occupied. This arrangem
concentrates the three Ca atoms in half of the cell.

The calculated and observed lattice parameters forb-TCP
are given in Table VII for both uniform and nonuniform
distributions of the Ca atoms in the initial configuration
The lattice is slightly expanded for the nonuniform config
ration but both are in reasonable agreement with experim
with calculated lattice parameters about 3% less than exp
mental values3—the usual small contraction due to the LD
for exchange and correlation. Total energy differences
the energy gap are given in Table VIII. Relaxation decrea
the total energy significantly, but at all stages of relaxat
the total energies for a uniform distribution of the Ca ato
are lower, and the energy gaps much wider, than the va
given in parenthesis for the nonuniform distribution. Aft
full relaxation the system with the uniform Ca distributio
has a lower total energy by about 1 eV, and a gap of 4.9
which is almost as wide as fora-TCP. These results sugge
that a uniform distribution of Ca atoms inb-TCP is most
stable, but the energy cost for clumping the Ca’s togethe
1 eV is not great given the number of atoms in the unit c
and at room temperature and above, thermal energy wo
overwhelm this energy cost. Also in agreement w

d
te

TABLE VII. Calculated and experimental lattice constants
b-TCP bulk with uniformly distributed Ca vacancies, where data
parentheses are with nonuniformly distributed Ca vacancies.

a ~Å! b ~Å! c ~Å! a
~deg!

b
~deg!

g
~deg!

Calc. 10.157 10.156 36.481 90.0 90.0 120.
~10.161! ~10.160! ~36.492! ~90.0! ~90.0! ~120.0!

Expt.
~Ref. 3!

10.439 10.439 37.375 90.0 90.0 120.0

TABLE VIII. Total energy difference (DEtot) and HOMO-
LUMO gap ofb-TCP bulk with uniformly and nonuniformly~listed
in parenthese! distributed Ca vacancies optimized using differe
approaches. All values are given in eV.

DEtot Gap

Fixed positions 0.00a 2.16
~10.85! ~0.07!

Relaxed positions 214.35 4.41
(213.63! ~2.86!

Fully relaxed 221.55 4.85
(220.56! ~2.98!

aTotal energy:2145233.82 eV.
5-6
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experiment10 we find that the energy ofb-TCP is lower than
that of a, a metastable phase at room temperature, by a
0.70 eV per formula unit.

The distributions of Ca-O and P-O bonds for the relax
b-TCP structure with a uniform Ca atom distribution, and f
the observed structure,3 are shown in Fig. 6. The picture i
similar to that of the bonds ina-TCP. There is a wide distri-
bution of Ca-O bonds and a narrow range of P-O bon
Again the average Ca-O bond length decreases on relax
whereas the average P-O increases slightly. A distinctive
ture of the observedb structure is a much more structure
distribution of Ca-O bond lengths with a smaller number
well defined peaks than fora. However, relaxation disperse
these peaks giving a fully relaxed distribution similar to th
of a-TCP. As shown in Fig. 6, the Ca-O bond is observed
be continuously variable, while the P-O bond distributes o
over a range of about 0.06 Å. As in the case ofa-TCP there
are two distinct sets of P-O bond lengths in the repor

FIG. 6. Ca-O and P-O bond distributions of theb-TCP unit cell
with uniform Ca distribution calculated using different optimizatio
approaches:~a! atomic positions fixed at experimental values,~b!
relaxed atomic positions, and~c! both relaxed atomic positions an
lattice constants.
20520
ut

d
r

s.
ion
a-

f

t
o
y

d

observed structure. This is because one type of oxygen
only one normal Ca-O bond of length 2.580 Å, and all oth
Ca bonds to this oxygen are longer than 3.0 Å; all oth
oxygens have at least two normal Ca-O bonds.3

The DOS forb-TCP with uniformly distributed Ca vacan
cies is shown in Fig. 7. Initially, for the fixed atom distribu
tion, the three bands of occupied states are broader than
a-TCP and contain more fine structure. In addition, there
group of states in the middle of the energy gap, just ab
EF , due to the three calciums occupying the special si
Upon relaxing the atom positions, the bands move down
energy fairly rigidly, narrow, and lose much of the fine stru
ture so that they closely resemble those fora-TCP. The
states that were in the middle of the gap have moved up
the bottom of the conduction band. The bands move rigi
up by about 2 eV upon full relaxation. The DOS also sho
defectlike states just below the Ca 4s and 4p bands which
are again associated with the calciums occupying the spe
sites.

Figure 8 shows the DOS ofb-TCP with nonuniformly
distributed Ca vacancies. For fixed atomic positions, all
bands are broad and contain much fine structure as
b-TCP with uniformly distributed Ca vacancies. Upon rela
ation, the occupied bands become slightly narrower and s
down with respect toEF . In addition, the energy gap wid
ened, but the fine structure which indicates instability p
sisted, in agreement with our calculated total energies. At
stages of relaxation, a group of states in the middle of
energy gap, and defectlike states just below the Ca 4s and
4p bands, which are associated with the calciums occupy
the special sites, also persisted.

FIG. 7. Total density of states ofb-TCP bulk with uniformly
distributed Ca vacancies~at one, three, and five sites! optimized
using different approaches. The zero of the energy is the Fe
energy.
5-7
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Biologically importantb- and a-TCP, including its sub-
cells, have been investigated usingab initio density func-
tional calculations. Our calculated various structural para

FIG. 8. Total density of states ofb-TCP bulk with nonuniformly
distributed Ca vacancies optimized using different approaches.
zero of the energy is the Fermi energy.
ta

ate

an

ll,

e

Sc

.

20520
-

eters of all the TCP phases were found to be in go
agreement with experiment. The Ca-O distance varies c
tinuously, while the P-O bonds distribute over a very narr
range. Oxygen atoms hold the majority of the bonding el
trons reflecting the ionic nature of thea and b phases. A
systematic optimization approach was used, and relaxa
led to substantial decreases in the total energies.

The results indicate thatb-TCP is much more stable tha
a-TCP, consistent with experiment. Threea-TCP subcells
which at an earlier time had been taken to be the unit cel
the crystal exhibit great similarity, and are also very simi
to the full a-TCP cell in stability and structural and elec
tronic properties upon relaxation, suggesting that a sub
can be a good approximation to the full unit cell. Differe
distributions of Ca atoms inb-TCP have been considered
These have no significant effect on the lattice constants,
a pronounced effect on the stability and the electronic pr
erties. Theb-TCP structure with uniformly distributed cal
cium vacancies is found to be most stable. Every Ca atom
a-TCP has at least one vacancy neighbor, and defect
electronic states are associated with these vacant Ca s
The defectlike states inb-TCP resulted from the calcium
occupying the special sites.
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